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ABSTRACT
Biological evaluation of resin-based dental composites has traditionally been based on in vitro
endpoint tests with different methods to determine loss of cell viability and cell morphology
changes after exposure to the material or monomer constituents. The data reveals a potential
for biological effects, but clinical relevance of such data is limited. Positive allergy tests and aller-
gic clinical reactions to dental monomers are observed in dental personnel and patients. The
aim of this review is to address newer research on molecular events caused by exposure to
resin-based composites to have a better understanding of the potential for clinical adverse
effects. A more accurate understanding of the biological aspects of dental composite materials
has been found after studying parameters like glutathione depletion, oxidative stress, genotoxic-
ity, and immunomodulatory key effects in various cell culture models. Using omics-based
approaches allow for a broader and non-specified search of changes caused by methacrylate
exposure. Defense mechanisms and adaption are observed in cells exposed to monomer con-
centrations relevant to clinical exposure. The above-mentioned methods are the foundations for
modified testing strategies. The clinical relevance of most available in vitro endpoint tests is of
limited relevance for the patient. Research focusing on molecular mechanisms has given new
insight into methacrylate toxicity in exposed cells. Using this knowledge from mechanistic stud-
ies to develop standardized in vitro biocompatibility tests will likely improve their clinical rele-
vance.
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Introduction

Since its introduction in the 1960s [1], dental compo-
sites have evolved from a relatively basic silica-filled
resin-based material to a wide range of complex, spe-
cialized products. When used as intended, modern
composites function well clinically and are aesthetic-
ally sovereign compared to dental amalgam, the previ-
ous first choice for filling therapy. Although the

composition of composites has changed over the
years, their main components remain a polymer
matrix and reinforcing filler particles or short fibers.
A coupling agent chemically binds the matrix and
filler, further strengthening the composite. In addition
to the three main components, composites usually
contain small amounts of initiator and stabilizer
components.
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Modern composites have improved in several qual-
ities compared to earlier types. To mention some,
they have better wear resistance, lower polymerization
shrinkage, and smoother surfaces. Current composites
are also available for a comprehensive range of indi-
cations. The latter is achieved mainly by altering the
monomer mixture that forms the organic phase and
the filler, mainly by changing particle size and shape
[2]. Enamel and dentin adhesives are an integrated
part of a composite restoration to improve the bond
between the tooth and the composite material.
Adhesive systems typically contain resin monomers,
often with hydrophilic groups and sometime inor-
ganic filler [3]. Some commonly used methacrylates
are shown in Figure 1.

The ability to perform as desired without eliciting
undesirable effects is commonly referred to as the
biocompatibility of a biomaterial. Since the compos-
ition of available composites varies depending on the
intended application, biocompatibility may also differ.
Primarily, dental composites perform well in their
task of restoring tooth function. However, both
in vitro studies and clinical observations reveal a
potential in dental composites to cause side effects.
Awareness of such properties and understanding the
underlying causes are essential when aiming for the
safe use of composites.

Clinical findings

It is well known that monomers in resin-based com-
posites have an allergic potential [4] Dental personnel
handling uncured materials on a daily basis is more
prone to develop allergic reactions compared to the
patient having the cured restoration. A number of
publications have described positive allergy tests and
allergic clinical reactions to dental monomers. Test
files at the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health
from 1994 to 2006 were reviewed for allergic reactions
to acrylic monomers in dental personnel and 32 sen-
sitized patients were found. 2-Hydroxyethyl meth-
acrylate (HEMA) was the most important allergen in
dentists and dental nurses, and methyl methacrylate
(MMA) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA)
in dental technicians [5]. Reactions to bisphenol A-
glycidyl methacrylate (bis-GMA), diethylene glycol
diacrylate (DEGDA), triethylene glycol diacrylate
(TREGDA), ethyl methacrylate (EMA) and ethyl
acrylate (EA) were relevant in some patients [5].
Raposo and colleagues reviewed files of patients with
allergic contact dermatitis caused by (meth)acrylates

related to nail cosmetic products. Patch testing with
2-HEMA was positive in more than 90% of cases of
the (meth) acrylate allergy patients and patch testing
to 2-hydroxypropyl methacrylate (2-HPMA) was posi-
tive in 64.1% [6]. Patients with allergic contact
dermatitis from acrylic monomers often show reac-
tions to several acrylic monomers when patch tested
even though exposure has probably not occurred to
all the patch test-positive acrylic monomers [4,7]. It
was suggested that acrylic monomers cross-react in
that allergic sensitization induced by one acrylic com-
pound extends to one or more other acrylic com-
pounds. Therefore, sensitized individuals are often
multi-allergic and, accordingly, should not be exposed
to any of the acrylic compounds [8]. Reaction may
occur after low level exposure also from materials
where residual monomer content did not exceed
international standards for the material. In this case
report, the patient used a removable retainer made
from auto-polymerized methylmethacrylate resin [9].

Only a limited number of studies have addressed
patient exposure to monomers from resin-based mate-
rials. Most studies have addressed methacrylate expos-
ure from removable prostheses. The maximum
concentration of monomer released into saliva peaked
1 day after the insertion of complete dentures. The
methyl methacrylate (MMA) content was 0.4 ± 0.1mM
1h after insertion, 3 ± 1mM, and 0.5 ± 0.1mM on the
first- and third-days post insertion, respectively.
Although the released MMA was not at toxic levels, it
could potentially sensitize the patient or elicit an aller-
gic reaction [10]. In another study, healthy human
dentate subjects wore recently made auto-polymerized
or heat-polymerized poly methyl methacrylate palatal
appliances for 5min. MMA is released into saliva from
auto-polymerized appliances, with a maximum concen-
tration of 0.45mM in whole saliva and 1.8mM in the
salivary film on the fitting surface. Monomer was not
found in saliva from subjects wearing properly heat-
polymerized MMA appliances, whereas the maximum
MMA concentration in saliva was 63mM when the
polymerization time was shorter than recommended.
MMA was not detected in blood or urine [11].

Unstimulated saliva samples taken from 10 patients
before and after placing a two or three-surface com-
posite restoration and the samples were analyzed for
5 specific monomers [12]. Ten minutes after treat-
ment, the saliva concentrations of Bis-GMA ranged
from 0.05 to 20 mM, of HEMA 0.1� 1.5 mM, and of
urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA) 0� 2.6 mM. Four
samples contained triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate
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(TEGDMA) but the concentration was below the
quantification limit. Bis-EMA was not detected in any
of the samples. It was not possible to identify any of
the monomers in saliva samples collected before treat-
ment, or 24 h and 7 d after treatment.

Discussion of clinical findings

Monomers used in composite and resin-based denture
materials are known sensitizers and allergy reactions
are reported after exposure to such monomers [5].
There is a higher risk for such reactions in dental

Figure 1. Structural formulas of mono- and di-methacrylate monomers. Commonly used constituents of dental composites are
UDMA (urethane dimethacrylate), Bis-GMA (bisphenol A-glycidyl methacrylate) and TEGDMA (triethylene glycol dimethacrylate).
HEMA (2-Hydroxylethyl methacrylate) is found in dental adhesives as part of the resin based dental filling, and EMA (ethyl meth-
acrylate) as an impurity in dental adhesives [75] and positive patch test to EMA has been used to confirm MMA (methyl meth-
acrylate) denture base allergy [5].
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personnel as they handle the uncured material com-
pared to the patients in who the material are in a
cured state. The few studies estimating leakage from
resin-based materials have shown leakage only shortly
after placement [12] indicating that adverse reactions
may be transient. One exception is cured methyl-
methacrylate dentures. Monomer was found to leach
out after 10 days post-curing in vitro [13] and this
could occur in vivo. In general, there is a lack of data
regarding the occurrence of adverse effects of resin-
based composite in patients and research in this field
is encouraged.

In vitro findings

In vitro studies are the primary source of current
knowledge of methacrylate monomer effects on living
cells. Selected parameters are measured in various cell
culture models after exposure to some commonly
used methacrylates. Although composites vary in resin
composition and new monomers are introduced,
most studies have focused on methacrylates that are
found to leak into aqueous solutions [14,15]. The
effects of water-soluble (at least to some extent) meth-
acrylates such as HEMA, TEGDMA, and MMA (used
in removal prostheses) have been extensively investi-
gated. However, many of the observed effects may
suggest that different methacrylates similarly affect
living cells, although their potency to cause damage
may differ.

Cell viability

A well-documented dose-dependent viability loss in
methacrylate-exposed cells points towards a general
cytotoxic potential of the monomers. Methods meas-
uring mitochondrial activity, cell membrane integrity,
and cell growth pattern are commonly used to evalu-
ate methacrylate monomers’ cytotoxic potential. The
MTT and XTT assays in ISO 10993-5 [16] measure
mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) activity
assumed to be constant in living cells and absent in
dead cells. These widely used methods, therefore, may
detect either cell death or growth inhibition but can-
not discriminate between these effects. It is also
important to note that the dose resulting in a cyto-
toxic response seems to depend strongly on the
choice of the cell culture model [17,18].

Cell cycle arrest [19,20] and apoptotic and necrotic
cell death [21,22] have all been reported in methacryl-
ate-exposed cells. As mentioned above, all these
responses may explain a reduction in the number of

viable cells. As with the SDH activity, the effect on
cell death patterns and growth inhibition varies
among cell lines [18]. These results show that these
chemicals can potentially harm cells, but the inter-
pretation of the results for risk evaluation of clinical
use is challenging.

Glutathione depletion and oxidative stress

Reduced levels of glutathione (GSH) and increased
levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) are found in a
range of cell cultures exposed to various methacrylates
[18,23]. In addition to cellular functions like phase 2
metabolism [24] and post-translational modification
of proteins [25], GSH is part of an essential cellular
antioxidant system (GSH – GSSG). The finding that
several methacrylates spontaneous form adducts with
GSH [26–28] supports the hypothesis that increased
ROS level primarily links to GSH-depletion (Figure 2)
[27]. However, research aiming to explore a possible
association between these events and reduced cell via-
bility is inconsistent. Studies that compare the effects
of GSH-depletion after methacrylate exposure with
inhibition of GSH synthesis don’t support this
hypothesis. In contrast, the antioxidant N-acetylcys-
tein (NAC) seems to prevent methactylate induced
cell death [20,29–31].

Immunomodulatory effects

There is limited literature regarding possible immuno-
logical effects caused by methacrylate monomer
exposure in vitro, and the published results vary due
to differences in study design and choice of cell cul-
ture model. In a study utilizing peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs), Alizadehgharib and cow-
orkers [32] measured increased release of several pro-
inflammatory cytokines (IL-1b, IL-8, IL-18) after
exposure to HEMA (0.5-1mM) and TEGDMA (0.5-
1mM). In TEGDMA-exposed cells, the release of IL-6
and TNF-a was also increased.

In contrast to these results, no measurable changes
in IL-1b and TNFa release were measured after
exposure of the mouse macrophage-like cell line Raw
264.7 to HEMA (100-200 mM [33]) and TEGDMA
(50-200 mM [33] and 3mM [34]). It was also found
that both monomers counteracted the IL-1b and
TNFa release provoked by lipopolysaccharide from
Escherichia coli. Although all these studies suggest
immunomodulatory effects, the diversity of the results
makes it difficult to draw conclusions.
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Genotoxicity of methacrylates

In methacrylate-exposed cells, some studies have indi-
cated DNA damage as the cause of observed cell
responses like cell cycle arrest and increased gH2AX
foci formation [19,35–37]. Increased micronuclei for-
mation and chromosomal abnormalities [38,39] and
increased DNA damage response (DDR) signaling are
also reported [19,40–42]. Both direct interaction
between electrophilic methacrylates and nucleophilic
centers in DNA, and oxidative damage caused by
increased oxidative load could initiate such responses
[23,40]. However, data shedding light on the initiating
events are still limited.

Omics methodologies

Most in vitro studies that have addressed possible
adverse effects of methacrylate exposure have used
cell-based assays that measure specific endpoints, as
described above. However, principles, methodology,
and toxicity testing techniques have changed over
time, and the recent introduction of ‘omics’ techni-
ques (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and
metabolomics) allows new toxicity targets to be
detected. Since clinical exposure to monomers occurs
at low levels, such studies could be very useful.
Although no phenotypic changes would occur when

using clinical exposure levels in conventional in vitro
studies, the effects of low methacrylate concentrations
may be detected because the techniques identify
changes before phenotypic changes are measurable.

Using omics-based approaches allow for a broader
and non-specified search of changes caused by meth-
acrylate exposure. By utilizing a microarray analysis
to measure the effect of 12 h exposure of 10mM
MMA on L929 cells, Ishikawa and coworkers [43]
found significantly altered expression of 44 genes.
The genes were associated with Nrf2-activated tran-
scription and mainly indicated increased defense
against oxidative stress.

Schweikl and coworkers [44] performed a similar
study using 3mM TEGDMA and human skin fibro-
blast. They also detected many genes with altered
expression. By categorizing the genes into specific
networks, the altered gene expression could primarily
be associated with cell cycle regulation, cell growth,
and cell death. The authors further concluded that
the underlying mechanisms of the changes seemed to
be caused by oxidative stress.

Both these studies used methacrylate concentra-
tions that reduced cell viability. Using doses below
the threshold that causes cell death allows for cell
adaptation to stress caused by the exposure. Using
this approach, two studies measured altered gene
expression after TEGDMA-exposure to dental pulp

Figure 2. The antioxidant effect of glutathione is briefly outlined in Figure (A). The antioxidant capacity is mediated by oxidizing
the redox-active thiol group (2 GSH -> GSSG) as glutathione reduces target molecules. GSSG (glutathione disulfide) is recycled to
GSH in a reaction catalyzed by glutathione-disulfide reductase (GSR). Protection against oxidative stress by this system depends
on the maintenance of the GSH concentration. Figure (B) shows the suggested mechanism that results in increased ROS in meth-
acrylate-exposed cells. Methacrylates cause GSH depletion by direct binding to GSH. The reduced antioxidant capacity (red arrows)
may initiate a redox imbalance. Oxidative damage on cellular macromolecules may result from this imbalance.
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cells [45], and after HEMA-exposure to bronchial epi-
thelial cells [31]. In TEGDMA-exposed pulp cells,
most of the altered gene regulations were associated
with inflammation, response to oxidative stress, regu-
lation of apoptosis, and cell proliferation. Adaptation
to increased oxidative stress was also concluded from
the study on HEMA-exposed bronchial cells. In add-
ition, increased transcription of SQSTM1/p62 and
Heat shock protein (HSP70) led the authors to sug-
gest increased Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) stress and
autophagic capacity in the exposed cells [31].

Two other studies using the ‘adaption approach’
suggest similar effects by analyzing alterations on the
cellular proteome after methacrylate exposure. In add-
ition to an increased level of proteins related to anti-
oxidant function, increased HSP70 and p62 protein
levels were seen in human monocytes after exposure to
TEGDMA [46] and HEMA [47]. In the HEMA-
exposed cells, the findings also pointed towards an
interaction with the NFkB signaling pathway and
reduced capacity for pyroptotic cell death. In the
TEGDMA-exposed monocytes, Nilsen and coworkers
detect an altered level of proteins that could be related
to DNA damage. Despite these differences, both stud-
ies point towards an increased Nrf2-regulated tran-
scription as the cause of altered protein levels.

Discussion of in vitro findings

Several research projects have aimed to map the
underlying mechanism that leads to the observed via-
bility loss in cells after exposure to methacrylate
monomers. Two possibly related events common for
most investigated cell types are glutathione depletion
and increased levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
[18,23]. The GSH depletion seems to be caused by
direct adduct formation with methacrylates [27,28].
Being an important cellular antioxidant, glutathione
sequestering by methacrylates can cause a redox
imbalance in cells, thereby causing increased ROS lev-
els. ROS may further lead to altered cell signaling,
altered growth, oxidative damage of macromolecules,
and so on. Hence, many of the reported methacrylate
effects may originate from this GSH depletion
(Figure 2).

Most methacrylate toxicity studies are performed
in vitro and have dealt with lethal concentrations of
the monomers that are relatively high compared to
measured concentrations in the clinic (usually cell
death occurs in the mM range while measurements in
the clinic are in the mM range). In such studies,
severe cell damage and cell death signaling can

potentially overshadow other critical cellular events.
Hence, some confounding factors could be avoided by
focusing on adaption to cellular stress at methacrylate
doses below the threshold that causes cell death as
illustrated in Figure 3. By combining this strategy
with omics methodologies [31,46,47], Nrf2-directed
cytoprotection seems to be important. Shared findings
in these studies indicate increased defense against oxi-
dative stress and increased capacity to remove dam-
aged cellular components like misfolded proteins by
autophagy.

In addition to facilitating the safety assessment of
single compounds without using test animals, molecu-
lar understanding of interactions of xenobiotics with
living cells may also provide hints on how exposure
to mixtures will affect humans. Ultimately, the effect
of a combined exposure scenario may be foreseen,
and for methacrylate-exposed dental patients/person-
nel, such knowledge is essential to avoid increased
side-effect risk by combined exposure.

The reported inhibition of cytokine production in
LPS-challenged macrophages by methacrylate monomers

Figure 3. Methacrylate toxicity studies performed in vitro
commonly use higher monomer concentrations than those
measured in the clinic. At these concentrations, irreversible
damage and cell death can occur. Severe cell damage and cell
death signaling can potentially overshadow other cellular
events of importance for biocompatibility. Focusing on doses
below the threshold of cell death may reveal such events.
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is one combined exposure scenario likely to occur in
the clinic. Inhibitory effect of the autophagosome on
TLR signaling has been suggested as one possible
explanation for this effect [48]. Another possible inter-
action on the molecular level is the finding of increased
Pirin in methacrylate-exposed monocytes [46,47]. Pirin
transcription can be regulated by Nrf2 and is an Iron-
binding nuclear protein involved in the regulation of
NFkB transcription [49]. NfKB regulates multiple
aspects of innate and adaptive immune functions,
including the transcription of pro-inflammatory cyto-
kines and chemokines. Although the modulatory effect
on in vitro cytokine production is evident, further clari-
fication on the molecular mechanisms is needed to
understand the clinical importance of these findings.

There are studies that suggest DNA damage in
methacrylate-exposed cells. The underlying mechanism,
however, has not been investigated in detail and more
data is necessary for an appropriate evaluation. So far,
there is no clinical data pointing toward such effects.

General considerations on the in vitro approach

The in vitro situation is quite different from the clin-
ical situation. Most studies regarding methacrylate
toxicity utilize mammalian cell lines of clonal origin.
It is unlikely that these homogeneous models are able
to mimic the complex interactions in human tissues.
This must be considered when trying to link such
studies to possible outcomes of patient exposure.

The exposure situation also varies. In cell culture,
the cell media contains the chemicals in question
facilitating cell surface binding and absorption. In
vivo, with few exceptions, chemicals need penetrating
cell layers, absorption into blood and distribution to
the target organs implying crossing a number of cell
membranes. The concentrations used in cell culture
studies can be compared to the exposure in vivo, but
usually not to the target organ concentration. The
documented patient exposure to monomers was usu-
ally of much lower concentration than those used for
in vitro experiments [12,32]. Many in vitro studies
could therefore be classified as ‘accelerated’ tests,
where the concentration of extract or methacrylate is
relatively high compared to in vivo measurements
and the exposure time is relatively short compared to
the clinical setting. Effects that take place only at con-
centrations higher than clinical exposure levels may
have limited value for evaluating the biocompatibility
of materials. On the other hand, effects caused by
long-term exposure to lower concentrations may be
difficult to detect in such ‘accelerated’ tests. This

weakness may be valid for several analyses of specific
endpoints.

There are several advantages associated with an
in vitro approach as well. A significant benefit is an
ability to control experimental variables in detail
without the modulating influences likely to occur in a
complex organism. The opportunity to reproduce
experiments in homogeneous cell populations makes
it a valuable tool for identifying early cellular reac-
tions after a toxic exposure. The cell response to toxic
exposure, however, may vary widely among cell types
[18]. It is, therefore, essential to study and compare
the response of different cell systems to toxic expos-
ure. The range of cell types investigated for meth-
acrylate responses is extensive. Among these studies,
several findings seem to be shared both between dif-
ferent cell types and between different methacrylates.

Another similarity among most cell lines is their
infinite life span. This property is often related to
genetic modifications of the cells. Alterations in genes
related to processes like cell growth control, DNA-
damage response and antioxidant responses are found
in several commonly used cell lines. Awareness of
such defects is essential when interpreting informa-
tion on the underlying mechanisms of toxicity experi-
ments. Lack of knowledge could potentially lead to
faulty conclusions. Defects in genes like p53 (common
in many cancer-derived cell lines; for instance, V79
[50] and THP-1 [51]) and the genes of the Nrf2/ARE
pathway (for instance, A549 [52]) can potentially
affect DNA-damage responses and antioxidant
responses, respectively.

Testing strategies

Biological testing is part of the safety evaluation of
materials and devices used in dentistry. The ISO
standard ISO 10993-1 [53] addresses the type of tests
needed based on clinical use. Cell culture studies
form the initial evaluation often with reference to ISO
10993-5 [16] methods that evaluate cytotoxicity by
various parameters for cell death and cell growth.
Such parameters do not shed light on the mechanisms
behind the cytotoxic effects but are still in common
use also in the evaluation of resin-based composites.

Most clinical reactions to resin-based composites
involve an allergic immune response [6,54]. Testing
of resin-based composites according to reactions like
sensitization as described in ISO 10993-10 [55] and
irritation (ISO 10993-23) [56] is clinically relevant.
There are currently three animal assays available for
the determination of the skin-sensitizing potential of
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chemicals. These include 2 guinea pig assays and one
murine assay [57]. The murine local lymph node
assay was internationally accepted as an OECD test
guideline in 2010 [58] for testing single chemicals as
a stand-alone alternative to the guinea pig assay. This
is now the preferred in vivo assay for sensitization
testing of chemicals. Due to animal welfare require-
ments and the wish for reducing animal studies, non-
animal methods for skin sensitization have been
presented in the ISO 10993-10. A number of assays
have been mentioned [59,60]. However, in vitro
methods for skin sensitization testing are not yet rou-
tinely used, but in view of new regulations in Europe
which ban the use of animal tests for cosmetics (EU
ban), it seems likely that novel strategies will become
available for the identification of skin sensitizers.

ISO 10993-23 presents one animal test and one
in vitro test for irritation. The in vitro test called the
reconstructed human epidermis model which is a
three-dimensional epidermal model comprising the
main basal, suprabasal, spinous and granular layers
and a functional stratum corneum [61]. Another irri-
tation test is the HET-CAM method which is com-
monly used for testing cosmetics [62,63] and has also
been used in research on dental resin-based materials
[64–66]. This method, however, has not found its way
into the ISO 10993 series of standards.

Discussion of testing strategies

Test protocols are based on research findings, and
according to ISO rules, their validity is evaluated
every five years. Revised standards for sensitization
and irritation include new in vitro alternatives
[55,56].

The ability to activate Nrf2 is an observed prop-
erty in a range of sensitizers [67]. This knowledge
has been used in the development of in vitro and
chemical assays to test substances and materials for
sensitizing potential [68]. The initial step in Nrf2
activation is modifications of cysteine thiols of the
Keap1 protein, either by oxidation or by direct bind-
ing of electrophiles. The latter is the presumed
mechanism of Nrf2 activation by sensitizers [69].
Assays that measure either Nrf2 activity in cultures
cells or reactivity towards synthetic peptides con-
taining cysteine are described in OECD protocols
TG442c (keratinosense) [70] and TG442d (peptide-
binding assay) [71], respectively. The replacement of
animal tests by animal-free laboratory protocols is
in line with the ‘3 R principle’ of animal testing
(Refine, Reduce, and Replace) [72]. Following this

principle, methods for the safety assessment of drugs
and medical devices have increased. The recent revi-
sion of the ISO standard for evaluating the sensitiz-
ing potential of medical devices now includes a
description of animal-free alternatives [55]. The
understanding of the molecular and cellular mecha-
nisms leading to adverse effects (adverse outcome
pathways; AOPs) is essential in the development of
such protocols. Both the Keratinosense assay (442c)
and the peptide binding assay (442d) are reported to
return good accuracy [73,74]. The previously
reported spontaneous binding of several methacryl-
ate monomers to GSH (a cysteine-containing tripep-
tide) may suggest an even easier and cheaper assay
to measure sensitizing potential. By assuming that
the thiol reactivity is the property of allergens that
lead to sensitization (TG442C), the cell-based
in vitro assays could potentially return false posi-
tives by compounds that oxidize Keap-1 thiols.
Hence, cell-free systems, i.e. peptide binding assays,
could be a better choice to avoid false positives, at
least for screening purposes.

Conclusion

The current strategies to verify the biocompatibility of
dental composites measure in vitro endpoints of lim-
ited relevance for the patient. Research focusing on
molecular mechanisms has given new insight into
methacrylate toxicity in exposed cells. Using this
knowledge from mechanistic studies to develop stand-
ardized in vitro biocompatibility tests will likely
improve their clinical relevance.
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